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This is a book of contemplative essays and art photographs.
It gives the reader the experience of the city of Bombay/
Mumbai with its pungent edginess, its geography, teeming
personal histories, evidence of ruin and new rooting, its pulsing
and often putrid corporality.
It is a cross genre book dipping into memoir, travelogue,
investigation and poetic reflection.
Through vivid and poignant stories encountered on its streets
and in little known trades, delving into its history and Bollywood’s
branching requirements, visiting relatively unexplored precincts
and the atmospherics of high-rises and heritage villages, a map
of the city emerges—ephemeral but as memorable as the sun
setting over the Arabian sea.
Conceptually stimulating, elegantly written and accompanied
by haunting images, this book is a compassionate, dramatic
and in depth take on the life of a cruel and captivating world
metropolis even as it is an intense meditation on living in the
21st century.
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Priya Sarukkai Chabria is a poet, writer and
translator. She is the recipient of the Indian
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Artists.
Her books include two poetry collections, a novel
and a speculative fiction narrative. Her work is
in numerous international journals, websites and
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Books is set to publish her collection of love
stories set in Bombay.
Christopher Taylor is an English photographer
based in France. A zoologist by training, this selftaught photographer mostly uses a cumbersome
studio camera or else an ancient Rolleiflex even
in the busiest streets. His photographs never
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